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The Airport Standards Division is responsible for aerodrome

licensing, monitoring of airport safety, aviation security, control

of obstructions and the safe carriage of dangerous goods by air

as well as taking a coordinating role in airport facilitation.

During the year, the Division continued its close monitoring of

safety and security standards at the Hong Kong International

Airport (HKIA).  Close working relationship was maintained with

the Airport Authority Hong Kong (AAHK), Aviation Security

Company Limited (AVSECO), airport tenants, other government

bodies (in particular the Airport Fire Contingent), airline operators

and business partners.  The Division assisted the International Civil

Aviation Organization (ICAO) to hold the 9th Regional Aviation
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Security and Facilitation Seminar and the first Aviation Security

Auditors Course for the Asia Pacific region in Hong Kong.  When

Hong Kong was affected by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

(SARS) beginning March 2003, the Division also participated in

contingency meetings with the Port Health Office of the

Department of Health, AAHK and its business partners in

formulating procedures for implementation of precautionary

measures at HKIA to prevent the spread of SARS by arrival and

departure passengers.
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Safety of aircraft was also ensured through the enforcement of

obstruction control and the monitoring of recreational aviation

activities.  Awareness of the safe carriage of dangerous goods

and restricted articles by passengers was promoted through the

erection of five display booths at HKIA and the Airport Express

Hong Kong and Kowloon stations.

AIRPORT SAFETY
Aerodrome Licensing
The performance of AAHK in complying with the aerodrome

licensing requirements was continuously monitored by the

Division.  Frequent inspections of the conditions of airfield

pavements, visual aids and other airside facilities required for

aircraft operations were carried out.  The Division also witnessed

ad-hoc and scheduled airside maintenance works as well as the

construction of new airside facilities carried out by AAHK.

The Aerodrome Ground Lighting (AGL) System continued to be

upgraded during the year.  The enhancement of the AGL North

Control and Monitoring System was under reliability acceptance

test in April 2002.  The reliability acceptance test was satisfactorily

completed in the same month and the System was fully

commissioned afterwards.  The two associated components in

the AGL System for the north runway: Dedicated Sensor

Communication System and Complex Intersection Control System

had also been under various stages of testing.  Following the

reliability acceptance test of the two components in March 2003,

the Division would continue to closely monitor the development

of these components.
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A Safety Officer monitors a drill conducted by
the Airport Fire Contingent.

Regular and ad-hoc audits and inspections were also conducted

on AAHK’s airfield operational procedures, airside maintenance

procedures, training provided to airfield operational staff and the

implementation of a safety management system.  The Division

also monitored the investigation of aircraft ground incidents

conducted by AAHK to ensure that remedial measures had been

taken to prevent recurrence.  With a view to developing an airport-

wide safety management system, AAHK commenced in April 2001

a review on its safety management system in respect of airside

operations.  The review was completed to a large extent in October

2002.  As a result of this review, the safety management system

was extended to cover the operations of various line departments

within AAHK.  In addition, the former Airport Safety Manual was

replaced by a new Safety Management System Manual in which

the relationship between various safety manuals in the safety

management system was re-established.  More importantly,

procedural arrangements for a system of management of contracts

in respect of safety issues were formulated.  The implementation

and enhancement of the airport-wide safety management system

would be continuously monitored by the Division.
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Through regular meetings and discussions with AAHK and the

Airport Fire Contingent, the Division continued to provide advice

on the adequacy of aircraft emergency response facilities and the

conduct of airport emergency exercises and drills.  To test the

communication and coordination of various agencies during

emergency situation, an aircraft crash and emergency exercise

was conducted by AAHK in conjunction with other agencies and

government departments in November 2002.

The Aerodrome Manual, Emergency Procedures Manual and other

manuals and documents related to aircraft operations (such as

the Business Aviation Centre Operations Manual and Airport

Operations Manual) were also under constant review by the

Division to ensure that the information contained therein was

appropriate, up-to-date and in accordance with the aerodrome

licensing requirements.

The Division had ensured that all aerodrome licensing requirements

were fully met by AAHK in the year through close monitoring of

its performance.
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As part of CAD's aerodrome licensing
requirements, AAHK runs an annual
aircraft crash exercise to ensure swift
responses by all concerned parties in
case of emergencies.
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Operations of Shun Tak Heliport are
inspected by CAD from time to time.

Operations of New Large Aircraft at HKIA
Preparatory work to ensure the compliance of AAHK with the

aerodrome licensing requirements for the anticipated operations

of the New Large Aircraft in 2006 started in the year.  In February

2003, AAHK commenced a study on the operations of the New

Large Aircraft at HKIA.  The Division will closely monitor the

development to ensure that all relevant aerodrome licensing

requirements will be fully met by AAHK before the new aircraft is

allowed to operate to Hong Kong.

Safety Oversight Audit by ICAO
The ICAO Universal Safety Oversight Audit Programme to ensure

compliance with the Standards of the Contracting States in respect

of the implementation of the ICAO Annex 14 on Aerodromes

will commence in 2004.  Preparatory work in respect of the safety

oversight audit by ICAO on the Department started in July 2002.

Monitoring of Heliports
The Division continued to carry out inspections at Shun Tak Heliport

to ensure that its operations were conducted in accordance with

the Heliport Manual.  Apart from these inspections, the Division

also provided advice on the heliport’s proposed developments

and operational issues.
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AVIATION SECURITY
Airport Security
The Division monitored the implementation of the Airport Security

Programme and Tenant Restricted Area Security Programmes at

HKIA.  Close working relationship was maintained with AAHK,

AVSECO, airport tenants, other government bodies, airline

operators and business partners.  Officers of the Division carried

out inspections, audits and tests to ensure compliance with the

measures stipulated in the security programmes.

The Division assisted ICAO to host the 9th Regional Aviation

Security and Facilitation Seminar in Hong Kong in May 2002.  As

a support to the ICAO Universal Security Audit Programme, the

Division assisted ICAO to hold the first Aviation Security Auditors

Course for the Asia Pacific region in January 2003.  Two officers

from the Division completed the course and qualified as ICAO

certified aviation security auditors.
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Security screening conducted by
AVSECO i s  sub ject  to  CAD's
monitoring.
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A Safety Officer audits the security
arrangement of HKIA's Baggage
Handling System.
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Airline Security
Officers of the Division reviewed the airline operators’ security

programmes and monitored their compliance with the

programmes.  Inspections were made to out-stations served by

Cathay Pacific Airways Limited and Hong Kong Dragon Airlines

Limited.

The Division also monitored the security arrangements of

Helicopters Hong Kong Limited’s operations at Shun Tak Heliport

through participation in the Shun Tak Heliport Security Committee

and on-site inspections.

Enhanced Security Measures
In the light of the September 11 incidents in the United States, a

review of security measures was made and enhanced measures

were implemented.  The measures included the provision of

additional guards, enhanced access control, issue of Security

Directions to ban the carriage of sharp and bladed items into the

aircraft cabin and the Enhanced Security Restricted Area of HKIA,

and the implementation of procedures for controlling access to

cockpit during flight.

Three Aviation Security Advisory Circulars were issued to airline

operators.  The Advisory Circulars aimed at refining the enhanced

procedures in handling the arrivals and departures of overseas

law enforcement officers carrying restricted articles, carriage and

transfer of arms and ammunition, and control of passengers after

boarding.

The Division also worked with AAHK to facilitate airlines to meet

the additional security requirements imposed by their respective

authorities.
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The Regulated Agent  Regime
administrated by CAD aims to
enhance aviation security.
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Assistant Director-General  Mr
George Chao (second from right)
officiates at the opening ceremony
of the Dangerous Goods and
Restricted Articles display booths at
HKIA.

Security Awareness Campaign
To promote public awareness on the ban of sharp and bladed

items, the Division, together with AAHK and airlines, continued

to launch a series of promotional campaigns.  These involve the

attachment of notices on air tickets issued to passengers, the

display of notices at check-in counters and screening points, the

issue of verbal reminders by airlines to passengers during check-

in to put restricted items in hold baggage, the broadcast of regular

announcements through the public address system at HKIA, the

production of a video for airlines and travel agents for screening

at pre-tour briefings, and the setting up of five Dangerous Goods

and Restricted Articles display booths at the departure level of

HKIA and the Airport Express Hong Kong and Kowloon stations.

Regulated Agent Regime
By March 2003, the Regulated Agent Regime had been launched

for three years.  The number of regulated agents hit the 1 000

mark.  The Division continued to work with the industry to enhance

the regime through the establishment of a quality control

programme, development of a training programme for the

regulated agents and production of detailed guidance materials

to assist the cargo agents to apply for registration.
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In the wake of the publication of new standards issued by ICAO

in 2002, the Division discussed with the industry to implement

additional standards for cargo security.

SAFETY REGULATION
Control of Obstructions
During the year, efforts were made to streamline the process of

vetting building and development plans such that aviation safety

requirements could be ensured and comments could be provided

within the pledged 12 working days.  Major projects assessed

included the Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macao Bridge, Central Heliport

reprovisioning, the Nina Tower development at Tsuen Wan, the

Stonecutters Bridge, Container Terminal 10 site search, and

obstacle light requirements atop the Police Headquarters

Redevelopment.  Information on the regulatory requirement for

installation of obstruction light was shared with the Japan Civil

Aviation Bureau.

To minimise the projection of hazardous light skywards, the

Division provided comments on illumination proposals for the

South Logistics Centre development at Chek Lap Kok and the

proposed lighting plan over Victoria Harbour.  To ensure the safe

operation of aircraft departing and approaching HKIA, stringent

requirements were imposed on fireworks display at Park Island,

Ma Wan, and rock-blasting activities at Penny’s Bay.  Both events

were closely monitored by the Division.  Through close liaison

with the annual fireworks display organising committee chaired

by the Leisure and Culture Services Department, the fireworks

barge typhoon shelter area would be relocated from Yam O to

the Tseung Kwan O dangerous goods anchorage to ensure that

there are no impacts on the safety of aircraft overflying Yam O.
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While it is the responsibility of the Secretary for Housing, Planning

and Lands to grant permanent exemption from the Airport Height

Restrictions requirement for building developments, the Division

assisted the Secretary by providing comments on the exemption

order to be issued.  In addition, the Division issued 32 temporary

Airport Height Restrictions exemptions to facilitate construction

works in the territory and vessel operations in the vicinity of the

airport island.

With the assistance of the Marine Department, the Division

ensured the integrity of the Marine Exclusion Zones (MEZs)

established in the vicinity of the airport island to safeguard the

operation of HKIA and its essential radio navigation equipment.

Two extra buoys were installed by the Marine Department to

provide better demarcation of the MEZs, bringing the total number

of buoys to 11.  During the year, 11 prosecutions against illegal

entry into the MEZs were instituted by the Marine Department.
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The Division imposes stringent requirements on fireworks display
activities to ensure flight safety.
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This captive hot air balloon mounted in Tin Shui Wai is subject to
CAD's inspections.

Monitoring of Recreational Aviation Activities
The Division continued to monitor the safety of recreational

aviation activities, including paragliding, parachuting, ballooning,

kite flying and model aircraft flying to ensure that these activities

were conducted in compliance with applicable aviation safety

regulations and did not affect international civil aircraft operations.

Subsequent to obtaining the Division’s support, the Hong Kong

Model Engineering Club proceeded with resolving land issues with

relevant government departments regarding its proposal to acquire

a permanent site at Tai Tong, Yuen Long for model aircraft flying.

It is expected that a land grant for the permanent site would be

issued in the latter half of 2003.

The Division assessed and monitored parachuting operations

involving descent from helicopters onto the Central Heliport and

from the International Finance Centre in Central onto an area

nearby for the filming of “Tomb Raider 2” in early January 2003.

The operations were completed smoothly and safely.

Inspections of a captive hot air balloon in Tin Shui Wai operated

by Visions Balloons Limited were made by the Division in early

March 2003 to ensure that the operations were conducted safely.
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CARRIAGE OF DANGEROUS GOODS
The Division continued to enforce the ICAO and legal requirements

on the safe transport of dangerous goods by air.  Both regular

and random checks on air cargo shippers, freight forwarders,

airlines and handling agents were conducted.  The Division also

carried out inspections of dangerous goods incidents.  With the

approval of eight new applications and renewal of 51 permissions

during the year, 45 airlines were permitted to carry dangerous

goods on board their aircraft flying to, from or over Hong Kong.

To minimise disruption to passengers, close liaison with AVSECO

was maintained to discuss the proper arrangement for rejecting

dangerous goods, such as lighters carried by air passengers on

person or inside baggage during security check.

To sustain the efforts on enhancing travellers’ awareness on the

safe carriage of dangerous goods, a total of five Dangerous Goods

and Restricted Articles display booths were installed at the

departure level of HKIA and the Airport Express Hong Kong and

Kowloon Stations.

On July 22, 2002, a three-member delegation from the dangerous

goods office of the Division visited the Air Transportation

Department of the General Administration of Civil Aviation of

China in Beijing to exchange views on the enforcement of safe

carriage of dangerous goods by air.
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Safety Off icers  v i s i t  Ai r  China's
Dangerous Goods Office at Beijing
Capital Airport.
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safe carriage of dangerous goods, a
display booth is available at the Airport
Express Kowloon Station to spread the
relevant messages.
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CAD ensures smooth and efficient
operation of HKIA through participation
in the Airport Facilitation Committee.

FACILITATION
Through participation in the Airport Facilitation Committee, the

Division monitored the application of the Standards and

Recommended Practices of the ICAO Annex 9 on Facilitation at

HKIA.  During the year, the Division issued 1 225 Crew Member

Certificates to the crew members of local airlines.

When Hong Kong was affected by SARS beginning March 2003,

the Division participated in contingency meetings with the Port

Health Office, AAHK and its business partners in formulating

procedures for implementation of precautionary measures at HKIA

to prevent the spread of SARS by arrival and departure passengers.




